Adaptive Sliding Mode Consensus Tracking for Second-Order Nonlinear Multiagent Systems With Actuator Faults.
This paper investigates the consensus tracking problem of second-order nonlinear multiagent systems (MAS) with disturbance and actuator fault by the sliding mode control method. The communication topology of the MAS is directed and only part of the followers have access to the leader's information. First, a discontinuous sliding mode tracking protocol is studied for consensus tracking of the MAS. Second, to address the shortcoming of chattering and difficulty of setting the control gain in the discontinuous protocol, a continuous sliding mode tracking protocol with an adaptive mechanism is developed. The adaptive mechanism will adjust the gain of the control automatically and enable the tracking protocol to work well without prior knowledge of the MAS. Third, the performance of the adaptive sliding mode protocol for consensus tracking of the MAS in the presence of actuator faults of biased fault and partial loss of effectiveness fault is further investigated. Finally, numerical simulations are performed to illustrate the efficiency of the theoretical results.